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Collection of Good Practice 
 

My favorite place 
 

Content/ Subject areas  

(taged with modules) 

 

  

Social Science,foreign languages 

Target group:  

age range and size of 

the group 

 

 

Students  year 2 Primary . 

Learning objectives / 

competences 

 

Types of landscapes. The natural landscape around us. Types of 

landscape and its conservation. Observation of different types of 

landscape (through photos, web images, books), comparison and 

identification of the type of landscape that corresponds to the context 

in which you live. 

 
Description of overall 

activity  

 

Students send a photo of their favorite place within our town hall, 

describing its geographical elements (if it is a coastal area, inland ...) 

Then through tourcreator and tourbuilder, we made a route through all 

the favorite places of each student. Adding a small written description 

of the places and a small audio made by them making a small 

introduction in English. 

 
Description of the 

process and teaching/ 

learning strategies 

used  

(what, how, in which 

order) 

 

We teach students geographical elements of the area. 

The different types of landscapes through photos, google maps, 

websites, files ... 

Once they understand the theory, they are asked to take a picture of 

themselves in their favorite place. Then they have to make a 

description taking into account the characteristics of that landscape. 

 
Evaluation/ types of 

assessment (summative, 

formative, peer-, self- 

etc.) 

 

For the evaluation, the students fill in a small form to find out if they 

have understood what they have learned. 

 

Materials and tools 

 

Word, Genially, Tourcreator, tourbuilder... 

Timing and learning 

environment 

 

This topic was developed during two weeks, in the area of social 

sciences 

 

https://www.wtmemory19.com/
https://www.wtmemory19.com/
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Conclusion  

(Innovation what 

makes it good practice, 

further application) 

 

 

Different transversal skills: apply previous knowledge, 

communication skills in other language... 

In our opinion is innovative because students have the opportunity to 

develop your own criteria, use another language and use tourcreator 

and tourbuilder. 

 

Contacts 

 

 

llera @edu.xunta.gal  

judithrebeca.varela@edu.xunta.gal 

 

 
Links https://tourbuilder.withgoogle.com/tour/ahJzfmd3ZWItdG91cmJ1aW

xkZXJyEQsSBFRvdXIYgICgn6XLvwsM 

 

https://poly.google.com/view/a4ytloDZm-e 

 

 
https://www.wtmemory19.com/ 
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